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FOCUS: LITERATURE

"Can We, Should We, Do We Match Children's
Reading Interests And Children's Literature?"
Patricia Jean Cianciolo
Professor of Children's Literature
Michigan State University
Do young people of the "now" generation read literature? What do they want
to read? What topics do they consider
relevant, meaningful and interesting?
What kinds of literature or what themes
do they enjoy reading in school or outside of school? Some of the results of the
Literature Assessment area of the National
Assessment of Educational Progress
(N AEP) which were reported in 1972
and 1973 offer some answers to these
questions. For one thing the last report
of the NAEP results seems to indicate
that young people are indeed reading on
their own and they are reading widely
more mature and mind-stretching works
the older they become. Also, of interest
and major significance to teachers of reading and English is the finding that children
remembered stories they chose themselves and read voluntarily outside of
school rather than those they read in
connection with school-assigned materials.
This latter finding suggests, among other
things, that (I) teachers are not aware of
children's reading interests or preferences,
(2) they do not know literature well
enough to make accessible to the children
and use in their teaching the titles which
reflect the children's reading interests
and preferences, (3) they see no need as
teachers of reading or literature to match
the children's reading interests and children's literature or (4) they actually believe
it would be more harmful than good to
cater to a child-centered reading or literary
program. One could discuss at great
length the implications and consequences
of each one of these few probable explanations for these findings of the NAEP. Unfortunately the discussion on this occasion will have to be brief. (It would make
a fine topic for a sectional meeting of
IRA or MRA!)
There are many ways of categorizing
and then classifying reading interests of
children. It seems that regardless of the

age of the reader, be s/he four, fourteen,
forty or four score, any book which holds
answer(s) to one or more of the basic
humanities questions such as those which
follow would prove interesting and be
worth reading : Who am I? Why am I like
I am? What is Man? What is the (or my)
world? What is the human experience? I
might add, too, that these are questions
that reflect the concerns of all people
whether they have an IQ of 150 plus or
of 75 regardless of their sex or racial,
religious or ethnic affiliation. It is important that readers at each end of the age
range and intelligence scale, regardless of
their educational, social or economic
levels be given opportunities to read books
which will cause them to think and
reflect as profoundly as they are capable.
Of course, children will phrase their reading concerns in terms far different from
the way I did; nonetheless, the meanings
inherent in their concerns will be the
same.
When an educational program includes
reading fare that is geared to children's
reading interests and preferences it is
characterized by two qualities, it's one
that is both humane and individualized.
It serves to counteract the dehumanizing
qualities so characteristic of reading and
English programs based on behavioral
objectives. Important, too, the result of
such a program will be a literate population! That is to say, children will be able
and willing to read and think well beyond
the literal and interpretive level. They
will use reading as a means to grow in
knowledge, they will gain greater facility
in critical thinking and in their ability to
discriminate the artis tic quality of their
reading. Fu rthermore, they will be much
more involved and enthusiastic academically. These are not empty claims for
there exists a substantial amount of solid
research to verify each one.
One migh t ask at this point, Are there
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too markedly either from the child's
everyday world. Of significance are at
least three titles. Stephanie Douglas prepared a fascinating set of collage pictures
in full color (much like Georges Roualt
and John Steptoe in style) to illustrate
Three Wishes written by Lucille Clifton.
This story about faith and friendship is
developed around the three wishes a little
girl made when she found a penny on the
New Year Day with her birth date on it.
Genuinely wholesome family relationships are portrayed in First Pink Light,
written by Eloise Greenfield. The illustrations by Moneta Barnett are done
with soft pencil sketches in the representational style and convey the humor, tenderness and love that prevail throughout this
story. The zany black-and-white sketches
that illustrate Rachel Isadora's own story
entitled Max detail the comical exuberance and the commentary about things
like ballet and baseball. This book will
fit right in with the contemporary concern and emphasis on literature offering
glimpses of non-sexist rolls for boys and
girls, men and women.
I found Jack Kent's cartoon styled
illustrations just perfect for Carla Stevens
amusing story entitled How to Make
Possum's Honey Bread. The children will
like the animals in this book and I doubt
that few will not eventually try their hand
at making Possum's honey bread or the
variations suggested- Squirrel's nut bread,
Racoon's raisin bread and Skunk's chocolate sprinkle bread.
Worthy of note are two factual picture
books. David Macaulay's Underground
offers a detailed and thoroughly informative visual journey through a city's support
systems at the intersection of two streets.
Robert Quackenbush in Take Me Out To
The A irfieldf offers by way of an easy-toread text and innovative line-and washillustrations in full color a very fine biographical sketch of Wilbur and Orville
Wright, the two young American brothers
from Dayton, Ohio who launched the
Kitty Hawk in 1903.
What are some of the current junior
novels and factual books which might
offer insight and thoughtfulness about
children's basic concerns? Many of the
more lengthy literary pieces emphasize by
way of action portrayed and/or themes
that this is a pluralistic society and as
such offers challenges and calls for careful
decision _making in everyday living. A

books available which reflect children's
reading interests and preferences? Indeed
there are many of quality available! One
needs only to be willing to make them
accessible to the children. One needs to
see the need for critical reading and must
know how to teach the children how to
be critical readers, to be thoughtful rather
than gullible about the printed word, if
we are to make this kind of reading fare
accessible to children. Good literature
which reflects the reading interests of
young readers abounds in picture books,
junior novels, poetry anthologies and
factual books. In Picture Books for Children1 almost 400 picture books are discussed and classified in terms of basic
humanities questions reading interests of
children four through sixteen years of
age. Below are named a few of the
distinguished picture books published in
1976 which reflect these reading interests
but as always there are many other fine
examples I could name were there more
space. In Merry Ever After; The Story of
Two Medieval Weddings, Joe Lasker
dramatizes in his full color illustrations
the human need for ceremony and celebration. The illustrations highlight au thentically the manners of Medieval Europe
(wedding customs of the nobility as well
as the peasant). The jewel-like colors as
well as the details of the style and form of
the illustrations are amazingly suggestive
of the fifteenth and sixteenth-century
masters like Pieter Breughel, the Elder, a
Flemish painter of landscape and of
peasants; Rogier van der Weyden, an important Flemish sculptor and engraver;
the Master of Housebook, a notable German painter plus other Flemish and
French illuminators and miniaturists.
Another gem in the current picture book
releases is Stilts, Somersaults and Headstands. The 400 year old pain ting entitled
"Children's Games" by Pieter Breughel,
reproduced in whole and in parts, is used
to illustrate the poems that Kathleen
Fraser wrote about games like blindman's
buff, marbles, stilts, wrestling, tree climbing, jacks, swings, mud pies and followthe-leader. Ms. Fraser's poems captu(e the
spirit of fun of the games and encourage
today's children to compare their games
with those played by yesterday's children.
Much is available in picture book
stories about the child's world, his hereand-now concerns. These stories are often
illustrated with pictures that do not differ
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historical fiction which sheds light on
more than one social issue challenging
people today is Roll of Thunder, Hear
My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor. Told in the
first person, which serves to make emotional involvement on the ·part of the
reader more intense, this is a story of how
a black family, living on a share-cropper
farm in Mississippi at the height of the
Depression, struggle against great odds to
retain their independence and humanity.
It is truly an unforgettable story, one
filled with pathos and one that causes
young reader to appreciate that the survival of the human spirit is important for
all people of all ages.
Another story that will be remembered
Jong after it is finished, one that is easy to
read and arouses sincere and intense
emotional responses on the part of the
reader is Shelter from the Wind by Marion
D. Bauer. The setting of this story is the
Oklahoma panhandle. No doubt about it,
after reading about this angry heroine's
trek across the prairie in the hot sun, her
scary night alone and her stay with a
realistic and unsentimental widow, the
reader will come away with an unusually
strong sense of character and place and
will gain some very worthwhile insights
about human behavior. Truly, a worthwhile book!
A rather unique collection of futuristic
stories, all of which depict and comment
on the unchanging truths about how
people feel and what they value is found
in Anywhere, Anywhen, edited by Sylvia
Engdahl. This book is a compilation of
five short stories; all are set in a future
time but all help the reader see his or her
own known worlds (past and present)
more clearly. A fine collection of mindstretching ideas and one that gives the
reader a chance to think about the alternatives inherent in some very real decisions
which he or she may soon be asked to
make.
An unbelievable horror is felt as one
reads about Hitler's program to exterminate the Jews told by Milton Meltzer in

Never to Forget; The Jews of the Holocaust. This factual book is explicitly documented and is very well written. Meltzer's
detailed descriptions make more believable and real the persecution, pogroms,
death camps, the ghettos, the camps and
the labor force - all dreadful realities
about this aspect of recent history that
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the young people for whom this book was
written will not remember or may not
have been heard about before.
There are any number of books of
fiction and non-fiction, prose and poetry
about such topics as rape, homosexuality,
divorce, death, senility, mental disabilities,
physical deformities and psychological
disturbances. Be assured, books about
these topics are sought by young readers,
especially those in their early teens. If,
how, and when to use these books in or
outside of school, with groups or individuals, in guided or free reading situations
are issues that call for some thoughtful
examination, but that will have to wait
for another time and occasion. Suffice it
to say that inherent in the position one
takes on these issues is one's attitude
about censorship.
CONCLUSION
Theoretically, the province of literature is the gamut of human experience.
According to Henry James it would include "all life, all feeling, all observation
and all vision." Actually, if one thinks
about the basic humanities questions it
becomes apparent that they relate to the
array of human experiences delineated by
Henry James. The research demonstrates
that if we did implement the humanities
concept in our educational offerings
(especially in the teaching of critical
reading and the study of literature) we
would alleviate many problems we now
face with uninvolved learners. Implementing this concept means that teachers
must be prepared to teach critical reading
and be prepared to stand up to censorship
pressures. They must be able to react
intelligently to the current demands of
some educators and lay people that
schools remove the "trivialities" of most
curricula and instead, permit the students
to concern themselves with the serious
and basic aspects of living in today's
society and learn to live with the changes
in the future.
In the summer of 1966 some fifty
educators specializing in literature, linguistics, creative writing, rhetoric and skills of
communication met in a seminar at Dartmouth College to discuss aspects of
teaching English. (Now referred to as the
Dartmouth Report and one of the most
powerful determinants of the English
curriculum to occur in recent years.)
Included in their report was the recom-
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mendation that teachers of reading and
Ii tera ture select books which em body
diverse versions of life and beliefs about
values, and then question, discuss and
explore these diversities with the students.
This would lead the stud en ts to an awareness of more complexity, ambiguity and
paradox. 2 This combination of moral
issues in books of literary merit would
enable the young readers to explore
various mores and values. It would help
them to avoid provincialism . It might
forewarn them of what they could be
exposed to if and when they leave their
sheltered environs. When we ask that the
content of one's reading be relevant and
focus on the basic humanities questions
and thus the reading interests of young
readers are we asking that these books
consider aspects of life that deal with
controversial topics that pertain to varying
moral and ethical and social values? Do
you think the young reader with the help
of the teacher or librarian can grope with
complexity and ambiguity?
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